VERMONT SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA PRESENTS

MUSIC
for days like this
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 21, 7:30 PM
ELLEY-LONG MUSIC CENTER, COLCHESTER

HOSTED BY DAVID LUDWIG
CURATED BY MATT LAROCCA
HUNGARIAN DANCE NO. 6 IN D MAJOR
Johannes Brahms (1833-1897)

Brahms’ Hungarian Dances are a set of 21
lively tunes ranging from one to five minutes in
length, based mostly on Hungarian themes and
completed in 1879. They are among Brahms’
most popular (and profitable!) works. Originally
written for piano four hands, they have since
been arranged (by Brahms and others) for a wide variety of
instruments and ensembles. Only numbers 11, 14, and 16
are entirely original compositions; the rest are based on folk
tunes—and in some cases, allegedly “borrowed” tunes from
other composers. In common they have a faithful adherence to
the energetic, mercurial spirit of Hungarian folk music.

TAMBORITO AND CUMBIA Y CONGO
FROM DANZAS DE PANAMA
William Grant Still (1895-1978)

Raised in Arkansas and often referred to as
“The Dean of African-American Composers,” Still
developed an appetite for classical music early on,
thanks to a music-loving stepfather, and attended
Oberlin College on scholarship. Thereafter he studied privately
with George Chadwick and the noted ultra-modern composer
Edgar Varese.
Still was the first Afro-American to conduct a major American
orchestra, the first to have a symphony performed by a leading
orchestra, the first to have an opera programmed by a major
opera company, and the first to have an opera performed on
national television. His music arrangements for film include
Pennies from Heaven and Lost Horizons, and he arranged numerous
works for bandleader Paul Whiteman. Still received many prizes
and awards during his career, including one for his orchestral
work The Peaceful Land, which was cited as the best musical
composition honoring the United Nations.
Danzas de Panama was written in 1948 and is based on a collection
of Panamanian folk tunes. The composer cleverly approximates
the sounds of native instruments, conveying a strong touch of
Caribbean color. The first movement, Tamborito, begins with
the string players doubling as percussionists to create a highly
rhythmic introduction. Slower material is juxtaposed as the
movement progresses, with a tango-esque feel towards the end.
The final movement, Cumbia y Congo, is a high-spirited dance
that mixes African and Latin idioms, culminating in a brilliant
coda.

UNCERTAINTY

Arianelle Arroyo (b. 2004)

Arianelle Arroyo is a junior at the Fiorello H. LaGuardia H.S. of
Music, Art, and Performing Arts in New York City, where she plays
viola in their senior orchestra. Inspired by the role music can serve
in the community, she has been a student at The Opportunity
Music Project for seven years. She composed a
piece called “Going South” for the OMP honors
orchestra in 2017 and has been composing ever
since. Arianelle has been attending The Music
Advancement Program at Juilliard for the past
four years, where she mentors kids at WHIN
Music Community Charter School. She feels she
has developed a better sense of inclusion and
acceptance through music during performances
at public schools, retirement residences, hospitals, and homeless
shelters. She wrote the following about her new piece.
Life is filled with uncertainty and unforeseen moments, especially
at a time like this. Uncertainty reflects the powerless feeling
over the direction of life as we are going through the pandemic.
I composed this piece to take the listeners on an emotional
rollercoaster with three different sections. The first section is
very mellow and lyrical. The second section is the opposite. The
key changes from major to minor and the tempo quickens to give
the effect of the urgency. The last section brings back material
from the first, transformed and a little more uncertain in feeling.
Various string techniques are showcased throughout as well. I
hope you enjoy it.

David Serkin Ludwig,
VSO New Music Advisor
David Serkin Ludwig’s first memory
was singing Beatles songs with his
sister; his second was hearing his
grandfather perform at Carnegie
Hall; foreshadowing a diverse career
collaborating with many of today’s
leading musicians, filmmakers, and
writers. His choral work “The New
Colossus,” opened the private prayer
service for President Obama’s second
inauguration. The next year NPR Music
named him in the world’s “Top 100
Composers Under Forty.” He holds
positions and residencies with nearly
two dozen orchestras and music
festivals in the US and abroad.
Ludwig has received commissions and
notable performances from many of the
most recognized artists and ensembles
of our time, including the Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh, Minnesota, and National
Symphony Orchestras, Chamber Music
Society of Lincoln Center, the Dresden
Music Festival, as well as Jonathan
Biss, Jeremy Denk, Jennifer Koh, Jaime
Laredo, David Shifrin, eighth blackbird,
the Dover and Borromeo Quartets, and
the PRISM Saxophone Quartet.
Ludwig received the prestigious 2018
Pew Center for the Arts and Heritage
Fellowship, as well as the First Music
Award, and is a two-time recipient
of the Independence Foundation
Fellowship, a Theodore Presser
Foundation Career Grant, and awards
from New Music USA, the American
Composers Forum, American Music
Center, Detroit Chamber Winds, and the
National Endowment for the Arts.

ADAGIO FROM GRAND SEXTET IN
D MAJOR, OP. 110
Felix Mendelssohn (1809-1847)

Mendelssohn was one of the most remarkable prodigies in
music history. He composed this piece at age 15, having already
produced twelve string symphonies, three operas,
and several chamber works. (The high opus
number is misleading: as with so much of his early
music, the Sextet remained unpublished until
years after Mendelssohn’s death.) It was probably
designed to be performed at Mendelssohn’s
home, perhaps during one of the family’s regular
musical gatherings.
Both Mendelssohn and his sister Fanny were talented pianists,
and it is likely that one of them performed the Sextet’s truly
virtuosic piano part. The work often sounds more like a concerto
than an ensemble piece. The tender second movement, in effect
a dialogue between the piano and muted strings, provides a nice
moment of repose between more energetic sections. One year
after composing this piece, Mendelssohn wrote his monumental
Octet, which has historically tended to (unfairly?) overshadow
this beautifully crafted work.

ALLEGRO GIUSTO FROM QUINTET IN A MAJOR
FOR PIANO AND STRINGS, D.667, “TROUT”
Franz Schubert (1797-1828)

Easily the most famous work ever written for this combination
of instruments, this quintet got its nickname because the fourth
movement is a set of variations on a song by
Schubert called “The Trout.” (The song was a
veiled warning to young women against being
“caught” by “angling” young men!) In the summer
of 1919, the 22-year-old composer spent an idyllic
summer in the lovely countryside town of Steyr,
west of Vienna. There he encountered a rich
merchant and amateur cellist named Sylvester
Baumgartner, who commissioned him to write a chamber work
that included a set of variations on the song.
The fifth movement, Allegro giusto, provides an infectious,
rollicking, good-humored ending to the piece. The bubbling
arpeggios in the piano recall the darting fish and sparkling waters
of the original poem, and gypsy-style references abound. Like so
much of Schubert’s music, the Trout was written for musicians
to play in intimate home settings, rather than in the concert
hall—which seems very fitting for this evening’s offering.

PROLETARIAN PANDEMIC &
BOURGEOIS BANDEMIC
Alex Wick (b. 2003)

Alex Wick is a senior at Burlington High School. Alex composed
his first piece of music for Music-COMP at age eight. That piece
and several subsequent compositions have been
selected and performed by professional musicians
at eleven Opus concerts. In 9th grade, he also
composed a piece for the VSO’s Brass Quintet. In
addition to composing music, Alex’s sports and
hobbies include soccer, skiing, tennis, and music
arrangement and production. Alex is excited and
grateful for this opportunity to compose for this
Vermont Symphony Orchestra’s “Music for Days
Like This” concert series. Here are his notes about his new piece:
The COVID-19 pandemic seems to have created many new
problems, including a national and global economic recession,
record unemployment numbers, and a loss of health insurance
for many newly unemployed people. However, the only new
problem the pandemic has brought is the virus itself—the
consequences of the coronavirus only exacerbated problems that
have been present for the working class since the founding of the
country. Low wages, high living costs, and health insurance tied to
employment have been problems present for decades that have
only been made much worse by the economic conditions created
by the pandemic. While all of these problems are ravaging the
working class (the proletariat), the upper class (the bourgeoisie)
has been gaining an immense amount of wealth.
Since the beginning of the pandemic, the wealth of America’s
billionaires has grown by hundreds of billions of dollars. “Bands”
is a slang term for money, since people and banks often use
bands to hold together large stacks of cash. This piece contrasts
how the proletariat has been suffering from this pandemic, while
the bourgeoisie has been increasing its wealth, essentially in a
“band-emic.”

AMAZING GRACE

Jennifer Higdon (b. 1962)

Jennifer Higdon is one of America’s most acclaimed and frequently
performed living composers. Fanfare Magazine describes her
music as “having the distinction of being at once
complex and sophisticated, yet readily accessible
emotionally.” Higdon has been the recipient of
numerous awards, including the 2010 Pulitzer
Prize and several Grammys. Her blue cathedral is
today’s most performed contemporary orchestral
work, with over 650 performances worldwide.
Her works have been recorded on more than 60
CDs, and her Percussion Concerto recording was inducted into
the Library of Congress National Registry. Higdon currently holds
the Rock Chair in Composition at the Curtis Institute of Music in
Philadelphia.
First heard by the public on New Year’s Day, 1773, the original
hymn “Amazing Grace” was written by former slave ship captain
and slave trader John Newton, later ordained by the Church of
England. It was published in 1779 but wasn’t heard in the United
States until the early 19th century, and was set to the now-famous
tune of “New Britain” in 1835. The irony that a famous spiritual
was penned by a former slave trader perhaps contributes to the
fact that this work can easily move a listener to tears.

MATT LAROCCA,
CREATIVE PROJECTS CHAIR
Matt LaRocca is a composer, performer,
and educator who you are just as likely
to see playing with a band in a dive
bar as conducting an orchestra. He is
on the composition and theory faculty
at the University of Vermont, and is
the Artistic Director of the Champlain
Philharmonic Orchestra. He is also the
Executive Director of Music-COMP, an
organization that teaches composition
to students throughout the country
by pairing them with professional
composers as mentors. Committed to
new music and innovation, LaRocca
loves bringing classical music to new
audiences and new spaces through
his work as the curator of the VSO’s
Jukebox and Higher Ground concert
series.
As a musician growing up in the 80s and
90s, Matt feels equally at home in the
rock and classical worlds. His classical
work has been commissioned by the
New Jersey Youth Symphony and the
Great Falls Symphony Orchestra as
well as the VSO. From 2007-2008 he
was the Faculty Composer in Residence
for the Montana State University
Symphony. LaRocca also frequently
works as an arranger for rock bands,
and his arrangements can be heard
on Guster’s OMAGAH! album recorded
with the Omaha Symphony. Artistic
residencies include an expedition
in the high arctic through the Arctic
Circle Organization and composition/
improvisation teaching residencies at
schools throughout New England and
California. He frequently performs as
a violist and guitarist in classical, rock,
and improvisation ensembles.
LaRocca holds degrees in chemistry and
music from Middlebury College, and a
doctorate in music composition from
Boston University. He lives in Duxbury
with his wife Heather and their children
Jasper, Sawyer, and Mary.

Music-COMP (Music Composition
Mentoring Program) is a Vermont
non-profit started in 1995 that
teaches students in grades 3-12
how to compose original music.
Music-COMP works with young
musicians from every county in
Vermont, and each student is paired
with a professional composer as
their mentor while they create
an original piece of music. Over
50 new works are premiered each
year through Music-COMP, and many
former students have gone on
to pursue careers as composers,
performers, and educators.
Music-COMP is incredibly grateful
to partner with the VSO to create
multiple opportunities each year
for our young composers to work
with a professional orchestra.
For more information, visit
www.music-comp.org

Higdon’s deeply personal and moving setting of “Amazing Grace”
is not what you would expect from a piece written in 1998.
Originally composed as part of the larger vocal choir work called
Southern Grace, a string quartet version was arranged for the
Ying Quartet and the piece is also available in a version for string
orchestra. A lush and classically tonal theme and variations, it
moves through different tempi without pause, creating a feeling
of inertia and momentum, until it finally comes back to rest in
the coda. This was the first piece of music Higdon wrote after her
younger brother’s death, and it still holds both solace and grief
for her.

SALUT D’AMOUR

Edward Elgar (1857-1934)

Elgar finished this work in July 1888, when he was romantically
involved with Caroline Alice Roberts. In honor
of his beloved’s fluency in German, he titled it
“Liebesgruss” (“Love’s Greeting”), and presented it
to her as an engagement gift. The first published
editions were for violin and piano, piano solo, cello
and piano, and small orchestra. Sales were poor
until the publisher persuaded Elgar to change the
title to the French Salut d’Amour, which boosted
its popularity abroad. One of Elgar’s best-known
works, this “bonbon” has inspired arrangements for a wide
variety of instrumental combinations. Fun facts: the tune was
included in the 2015 video game Fallout 4, and also in the actualplay Dungeons & Dragons podcast, The Adventure Zone.

FOR A COMPLETE
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This season is made possible by the Northfield Savings Bank Innovation Fund,
created to provide unique and creative ways that challenge the traditional way
of listening to classical music. A special thanks to Courtyard Marriott for their
continued support of the arts.
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